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3 The Collaborative Project 
Evaluation section 
encourages students to evaluate 
the content, language, design and 
presentation of their projects, as 
well as the effort put in and their 
level of collaboration. To conclude, 
students are encouraged 
to reflect on their areas of 
improvement for future projects.

Great Thinkers includes competency-based learning:

Every other unit contains a project with intercultural 
topics in which students are encouraged to use their 
creativity and knowledge gained throughout the 
previous two units.

Collaborative Project Plan sections 
in the Workbook offer step-by-step planning 
(brainstorming, organization, checklist) to help 
students complete the projects.
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Great Thinkers has a strong focus on diversity 
and inclusion with a view to promoting equality 
in the classroom. It does this through:

Whole Class participation
• Projects
• Great Thinkers, Great Learners sections
• Video documentaries
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Flipped Classroom videos

Grammar videos

Video documentaries

Personalised support
•  Flipped Classroom videos
•  Reach Higher sections
•  Grammar Savvy sections
•  Test Generator for differentiated 

assessment
•  Accessible Reading texts 
• Star-rated Workbook activities
• Tests at two levels
• Extra grammar practice at two levels

Teacher’s Resources
•  Teaching Tips for mixed ability
•  Support videos
•  Additional and Mixed Ability activities
•  Teacher’s App
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Great Thinkers promotes gender equality through:

A balance between female and male role 
models, carrying out non-stereotypical 
tasks, showcasing women who transgress 
predetermined social limitations.

‘Women in Science’ sections (in 
the STEAM section of the Workbook) 
offer biographical information on female 
scientists that have contributed to the 
field and serve as role models to future 
generations of female scientists.
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Great Thinkers helps students to improve their 
international and intercultural awareness through:

References to people 
from a variety of different 
cultures in every unit, providing 
students with interesting and 
age-appropriate real-life cultural 
information.

The Culture Exchange 
section provides enriching 
cultural information while also 
contextualising language learnt in 
the unit. Students are encouraged to 
improve their curiosity, empathy and 
sense of responsibility as they learn 
about different cultures.

The Collaborative Projects 
help students to further deepen 
their knowledge of other cultures 
and improve their critical thinking 
as they compare aspects of 
other cultures with their own, 
understanding cultural differences.
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Great Thinkers educates on sustainable development and citizenship through:

3 Real world topics 
related to sustainability and 
citizenship, treated in a way 
that is relevant and interesting 
to today’s teens.
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Tools and apps
The Student’s App offers opportunities 
for students to continue or dive deeper 
into content covered in class in a different 
format, either on a computer, laptop or 
tablet with the Digital Student’s Book or 
Digital Workbook or Student’s Resource 
Centre, or on a mobile phone with On-the-
Go Practice.

Great Thinkers helps students to develop a series of digital competences through:

3 Interpersonal communication  
and collaboration
The Virtual Classroom Exchange encourages 
classes to connect with other classes with 
students their age across the globe via video 
conferencing and messaging tools, practising 
their language and digital communication skills.

3 Citizenship habits, civility and 
digital identify
Great Thinkers, Great Learners spreads and 
reading comprehension texts cover topics 
related to digital identify and their impact on 
society.

Information treatment  
and organisation of work  
and learning settings
The projects allow students to work 
collaboratively, incorporating technology  
into their work process.
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